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a b s t r a c t
Many cryptographic protocols were developed to support eﬃcient group membership
operations. Although those schemes can be extensively used for controlling temporary
access with guest devices which do occur in many real world situations, those schemes
incur a signiﬁcant management overhead. For guest devices, we propose a scheme
without heavy key management overheads—Temporary Access Rights Delegation (TARD).
The proposed scheme uses a cryptographic token that can be securely constructed by a
one-way function chain, used for granting a temporary membership to a guest device.
Our analysis shows that the proposed scheme is theoretically secure and outperforms the
certiﬁcate-based authentication schemes.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) opens up new services and opportunities by integrating various devices with web services
and cloud computing platforms. Inherently, network protocols are fundamental building blocks for the IoT, which enables
devices to properly discover, conﬁgure, and communicate with each other. However, the Internet connectivity could also
lead to potential risks of cyberattacks which raise serious privacy and security concerns for users. For example, a user’s
home devices and/or ﬁles stored in the devices could be illegally accessed by unauthorized neighbors via a wireless communication channel unless a proper access control scheme for the home network environment is deployed. Surely, some
network management schemes for access control are essential to effectively deny unauthorized access to the IoT devices
(and/or their services).
There have been many attempts to provide dynamic key management schemes for group membership operations [1–4].
Those schemes have been mainly developed by taking into consideration solely frequent membership changes in a network.
In many real-world applications, however, temporary access is needed for guest devices rather than dynamic group membership in a network. That is, guest devices are only allowed access to the network one time or a few times within a limited
time window. In this case, general group management schemes can often be too expensive and complicated—a simpler
solution is better than general ones.
For instance, when a visitor wants to use a ﬁle sharing service within a home network, the home network’s owner can
allow the visitor to use the service only during his or her stay at home. Another example is valet parking which is a parking
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Fig. 1. Authenticated Member Access network consists of a owner and service entities. Conditional Accessible Network, which is a model for temporary
access, has an additional guest entity who can be a latent adversary.

service offered by some restaurants, stores, hotels and other places where customers’ vehicles are parked by a person
called a valet. In such scenarios, an eﬃcient mechanism for managing temporary access is required. In fact, the concept of
temporary access is already used in accommodations such as hotels, resorts and hostels protected by an electronic door lock
with a digital key that can only be used to open the electronic door lock for a (limited) period of time.
In this paper, we aim to extend the concept of the digital key used for temporary access to generic network applications
by introducing a conditional access rights delegation scheme which is signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than general group membership schemes (e.g., [5]). Even though several group key protocols can also be used for controlling temporary access to a
network, those protocols do not scale up well as the number of group members grow because all group members should
be affected whenever the membership changes. The need to update group keys raises an inherent scalability problem in
network applications with a lot of group membership operations (i.e., joining or leaving) for guest devices.
We propose a temporary access rights delegation scheme for guest network devices. The key contributions of this paper
are as follows:
– We present the Temporary Access Rights Delegation (TARD) scheme to reduce key management overhead for guest
network devices. The proposed scheme can be ﬂexibly applied with a generic access control list for more generalized
access mechanisms.
– We introduce a formal deﬁnition of temporary access security and verify the security properties of the proposed scheme
under the assumption that an one-way function exists.
– We particularly demonstrate how to apply the proposed scheme to a real life scenario for home networks to show the
feasibility of the proposed scheme.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the network model and summarizes the cryptographic primitives needed in the implementation of TARD. Section 3 describes security requirements and introduces some
background materials. Section 4 describes the proposed scheme in detail. Section 5 explains how the proposed scheme can
be applied to a real world application. The security of the proposed scheme is formally veriﬁed in Section 6. Related work
is covered in Section 7. Finally, our conclusions are in Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
We look at network models whose objective is the secure interaction among network members in IoT network. Then we
take a look at the one-way function and the one-way function chain as a basis of our scheme.
2.1. Network model
The network conﬁguration can be differently changed depending on what kind of entities the network consists of. The
centralized network comprised of central controller (i.e., admin) and controlled entities (e.g., light bulb, door lock, thermostat, and so on) is an ordinary network conﬁguration in the context of IoT environment such as the home network and
building automation system. This type of managed network does not allow non-members to access to it without several procedures of secure association [6]. We present more detailed procedure for secure network management in the centralized
network. Along with this, we introduce the conditional accessible network to which our proposed scheme can be applied.
The network conﬁguration we consider is shown in Fig. 1.
Authenticated Member Access Network. Since the ordinary centralized network allows only authenticated and authorized
member to access to it, we call this type of network Authenticated Member Access Network for clariﬁcation. This network
has several signiﬁcant phases with security consideration to maintain network access and continuous management during
network lifecycle. Garcia et al. and Internet standard presented simpliﬁed network lifecycle including three phases that they
were considered in terms of security [1,2]:
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Secure Network Association (Phase 1): This phase can be seen as network provisioning steps for the membership establishment. The entity wishing to become a member is required authentication and authorization by the network owner
through predeﬁned schemes. The network access is allowed to the entity (i.e., member) thereafter.
Key Management (Phase 2): The key management phase performs a secure key generation, key distribution and key
update for the purpose of secure communication between members in the network. These things provide a mean to securely
manage several keys that are being used in the network.
The key management includes the deﬁnition of key generation scheme, distribution protocol, re-keying protocol and
keying material related speciﬁcation [7]. In those processes, it causes costs for storage, processing and network resource. In
particular, this cost might be increased in proportion to the number of members (i.e., Scalability issue).
Secure Communication (Phase 3): The secure communication is intended to provide conﬁdentiality and integrity whenever members interact between them within the network using deployed keying material. In the practical system, proven
secure protocols such as TLS are used for secure communication.
Conditional Accessible Network. This paper considers the network conﬁguration which has an added entity who is nonmember (e.g., guest device), requires temporary access to the network. In this paper, we call this Conditional Accessible
Network. This network has different features from the ordinary network (i.e., Authenticated Member Access Network) conﬁgured with a central controller and members as principal entities. If a guest wants to get network access right in the
Authenticated Member Access Network, he/she needs to process the necessary proceedings, 1–3 phases mentioned before,
to be legitimated member since temporary access is not allowed in this network. Here the guest has the limited capability
of the network because most of guests are entities who require time bounded access to the network. The conditional accessible network allows a guest to access the network under limited conditions (e.g., limited time and number of accesses)
governed by the central controller. It does not require the membership and continuous key management of 1 and 2 phases,
thereby the overhead caused by these phases could be minimized.
2.2. Cryptographic primitives
To handle conditional network access, we use a token which is generated by using the one-way function and the one-way
function chain. The deﬁnitions for them are given below.
Deﬁnition 1. A function f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k is a one-way function if, for all probabilistic, polynomial time (PPT) algorithms A, there is a negligible probabilistic function  (k) such that:





Pr x ← {0, 1}k ; y = f (x); x ← A( y ) : y = f (x ) ≤  (k).
In the real world, a hash function satisfying the pre-image resistance property [8] can be used as the above one-way
function (e.g., SHA standard hash functions [9]).
Deﬁnition 2. An one-way function chain [10] is a sequence of values, for a one-way function f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k ,

{ y 1 , y 2 , . . . , yn },
where y 1 = f (x) for a value x chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}k and y i = f ( y i −1 ).
In the one-way function chain, we call the value x the seed and the value n the chain length. The one-way function chain
has been used as an important cryptographic primitive for various applications including payment systems [11], one-time
password systems [12], and multicast authentication [13]. We use the one-way function chain to make a secure credential
in the form of token.
We also use the collision resistant hash function to prohibit the adversary from forging the credit value on a new
condition.
Deﬁnition 3. A function h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k is the collision resistant hash function if, for any PPT algorithm A, there is a
negligible probabilistic function  (k) such that:

Pr [(x, y ) ← A(h) ∧ x = y : h(x) = h( y )] ≤  (k).
3. Security requirements
In IoT environments, for the purpose of convenience, an owner sometimes wants to give the access rights of the connected devices to his friends during limited time. The owner wants to give the access right to the clerk in the limited
number of times (e.g., pull-in/out), for valet parking in VAMET. Like this, it is required for the owner to delegate the access
rights on one’s own devices with limited conditions in real world applications. We model these situations in the view of
security.
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Fig. 2. Relation of entities and their operations. The number of times (n) and expiration time (t) are the primary condition, and both a owner and a service
have a shared secret (s).

We regard a network where the owner accesses to a service domain and has a privilege of control. As depicted in
Fig. 1, the service domain is simply composed of three entities: owner , service, and guest; in the context of the above IoT
environment, an owner is the network owner, service is the connected device, and a guest is the friend.
– owner: an user who accesses to a service with a valid credential, where he/she can give the access right of the service
to an outsider in limited conditions.
– service: a service that the owner can use, where its functionality is only provided to someone with a valid credential.
– guest: the outsider who can access to the service with limited conditions, where the access right is given by the owner.
Among these entities, we consider that guest is a latent adversary who wants to access to service regardless of conditions; for example, after the allowed time is expired or the access number of times is burned out, the guest tries to
use service. Clearly, guest should not be able to access to service when conditions are not satisﬁed. We call the security
requirement as conditional accessibility.
– Conditional accessibility: guest should not be able to access to service when the access rights authorized by owner are
disappeared according to the conditions.
We propose a new access right delegation scheme with conditions, which satisﬁes the above security requirement,
conditional accessibility. The security proof is given in Section 6.1.
4. Conditional access right delegation
4.1. Construction
The proposed scheme uses tickets to delegate the access rights of service. Brieﬂy describing these processes as depicted
in Fig. 2, owner generates a guest ticket that can be used by guest for authentication and authorization, and a service ticket
that can be used by service for registering guest securely. Receiving the service ticket from guest during the register phase,
service veriﬁes that the service ticket is generated by owner and not modiﬁed (i.e., authentication process). Accessing to
service, guest submits the guest ticket to service, where the guest ticket is updated in every access session. Then service
veriﬁes the guest ticket based on the service ticket (i.e., authorization process).
In the proposed scheme, we assume that owner and service share at least one secret [14,6]. It means that owner establishes a secure channel with service before delegating the access rights for service. The assumption looks reasonable because
service already has a membership from owner. Moreover if the secure channel is not required between owner and service,
we can regard that service does not deal with privacy-sensitive resources. In this case, anyone can access to the resource
of service and our scheme for the access control is not needed. In addition, we assume that the time of both owner and
service is loosely synchronized.
For simple description, we call the proposed scheme TARD, where the conditions are expressed in the ﬁeld cdt. The
condition cdt can include an expiry time, an accessible count, the allowed resources, etc. TARD can deﬁne various conditions
in the cdt ﬁeld; the usage of conditions is described in Section 4.2. In TARD, the condition cdt has an expiry time t e and an
accessible count n, certainly for temporary delegation. The proposed scheme TARD is composed of four algorithms: Issue,
Register, Submit, and Verify. The parameter a is the bit size of the value a.
– ( T g , T s ) ← Issue(s, cdt): It outputs a guest ticket T g and a service ticket T s from the shared secret s ∈ {0, 1}s between
owner and service and conditions cdt that are allowed by owner, where cdt includes at least the expiry time t e and the
accessible count n. It ﬁrst chooses a random identity id ∈ {0, 1}id that is unique and computes the seed of the one-way
function chain,

y seed = h(s||id||cdt).
Then, the guest ticket consists of the following values,
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Fig. 3. The usage of one-way function chain: owner computes one-way function chain from y seed to y pub , guest uses the sequence values y i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and service uses y seed and y pub for veriﬁcation.

T g = ( y 1 , id),
where y 1 = f ( y seed ). Next, the service ticket T s consists of the following values,

T s = ( y pub , id, cdt),
where y pub = yn+1 = f n ( y 1 ). Fig. 3 shows the relations between y seed and y pub in a one-way chain.
– Suc/Fail ← Register(s, T s ): Given the shared secret s and a service ticket T s = ( y pub , id, cdt), it checks the double registering by comparing id with previous registered ids and then veriﬁes if

y pub = f n+1 (h(s||id||cdt)),
where n is included in the condition cdt and if the expiry time t e in cdt is further than the current time t; we assume
that the current time is acquired by the internal call. If so, it registers the service ticket for the identity id and returns
Suc, otherwise, Fail.
– T g ← Submit( T g ): Given T g = ( y 1 , id, n, t ), it computes the hash value y token = f n−1 ( y 1 ) and returns the following guest
ticket,

T g = ( y token , id, cdt)
where the accessible count n is included in cdt. Finally, it locally updates the mutable condition n in cdt of T g .

T g = ( y 1 , id, cdt )
where the accessible count n decreases by one in cdt , and stores the updated guest token T g .
– Suc/Fail ← Verify( T s , T g ): Given a service ticket T s = ( y pub , id, cdt) and a guest token T g = ( y token , id, cdt), it checks if

y pub = f ( y token )
and the conditions cdt (including the expiry time t e ) are satisﬁed. If so, it decides that the access is authorized and
locally updates the service ticket into

T s = ( y pub = y token , id, cdt ),
where the mutable condition n decreases by one in cdt and returns Suc, otherwise Fail.
In TARD, the computation cost of Submit for computing y token is O (n) at the worst case; it is dependent on the accessible
count n. When the value n is much bigger, we can consider the hash chain traversal algorithm, which traverses hash chain
with dynamic helper points, to improve the eﬃciency. When we apply it to our scheme, the computation cost will be
decreased to O (log n) while the space cost increases to O (log n) [15].
4.2. Extension to generic ACL
We describe the detailed operations of TARD on a generic Access Control List (ACL). In Section 4.1, the scheme implies
the accessible count and the expiry time as primary conditions in cdt. It will be obvious that further generic ACL items are
anticipated, depending on many of practical scenarios. For instance, TV has resources such as power, channel control and
volume. Auto-mobile has door-lock, starting control and infotainment as controllable resources. TARD can simply extend
conditions by adding ACL feature to the condition cdt. As described in Fig. 4, the Access Capability (ACap) and the Access
Control Entry (ACE) speciﬁcation are added to the condition, cdt, during the issuing operation of Issue.
– ACap: a capability description that guest can access to the speciﬁc service, where its context is consistent with the user
interface (e.g., GUI).
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Fig. 4. A brief example showing ACL extension where Access Capability description is added to guestticket and ACE speciﬁcation is added to serviceticket.

Fig. 5. Network deployment and relationship between entities based on the individual network conﬁguration.

– ACE speciﬁcation: a data that speciﬁes ACE that is an entry containing information describing the access rights (e.g.,
CRUD) related to guest, where service manages an ACL that is a list of ACE.
In the registering phase of Register, service stores ACE of cdt in the existing ACL. When guest attempts to require resources of service, service determines whether it is allowed or not.
5. Applications scenario
We suggest several application scenarios in Conditional Accessible Network, and then present that our proposed scheme
is applied to those scenarios. First we show how our scheme works in the IoT home network.
In the context of IoT, most of entities in this network are consisted of constraint devices which are directed to low
power. A representative scenario is aimed at the communication between these devices in smart home network, hence we
will show its adaptation in Conditional Accessible Network model. Deployment of Alice’s home network and relationship of
entities are depicted in Fig. 5. Among the constituent members of home, Alice is owner of the network and has a role of
central controller. Other devices such as TV, air conditioner, door lock and light bulb are the member of being controlled
by Alice. We suppose that all members (i.e., home devices) are already conﬁgured to have a membership of Alice’s home.
Suppose that one day Bob (i.e., guest), who is a friend of Alice and has not been a member before, comes in Alice’s home. If
he would like to control a certain home device (e.g., TV) during staying the house, his desire can be simply archived using
our proposed scheme.
A protocol that describes such a communication procedure and interactions is illustrated in Fig. 6. Alice selects expiration
time t and the number of times n to build limited conditions which restrict availability of keying material (i.e., token). The
secret s has been shared between Alice and TV via secure channel which is established previously since we suppose that
TV has a membership with Alice through secure network association process (viz. Section 2.1).
At the beginning of Issue process, Alice computes y seed after generating unique id, and creates ﬁrst value y 1 and veriﬁer
y public using the one-way function, then generates guestticket and serviceticket. If anyone wants to transfer them securely,
we can consider to share a secret (e.g. PIN) via out-of-band channel because guest scenarios are happened within a close
proximity. After both tickets are transferred to Bob, he sends serviceticket to TV when he wants to start a service request.
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Fig. 6. Protocol for token distribution and conditional access using TARD scheme.

At this Register phase, TV checks the integrity (i.e., MAC) as well as the authenticity of serviceticket using V ticket . If a id of
the veriﬁed serviceticket has not been registered before, TV stores it in the internal storage and adds the id to I D list to check
upcoming requests. Thereafter, when Bob desires to communicate with TV, he computes one time token y token and sends
it to TV. The token y token can be newly generated until exceeding speciﬁed conditions for n > 0. TV can check the validity
of received token using V token with the stored serviceticket. If the token is authorized, in turn it is updated serviceticket for
the next veriﬁcation. If either condition has been expired, V token operation can detect the token invalidation by the one-way
hash chaining characteristic and synchronized time comparison. In case of detecting the invalidity, TV autonomously revokes
the serviceticket and erases related information from the internal storage without the explicit request of Alice. In the process
of natural revocation, TV may keep the revoked id until speciﬁed expiration time to obviously prevent multiple registration
of the same serviceticket
As seen in presented protocol, the network access is possible only with initial issued tickets within speciﬁed condition
(expiration time and number of time), but it does not require additional membership and key management processes by
central controller. Besides, it has further advantage in terms of eﬃciency since the explicit revocation process of burned
token is not required once speciﬁed conditions are beyond the limit.
6. Analysis
In this section, we show that the proposed scheme satisﬁes security requirement, conditional accessibility, and performance analysis.
6.1. Security analysis
To prove the security properties of the proposed scheme, we deﬁne a new security model (i.e., Deﬁnition 4), which is
dedicated to our scheme. The deﬁnition guarantees that the adversary should not be able to enjoy services out of conditions
and fabricate the conditions. The adversary can access to the oracles to simulate Issue, Register and Verify algorithms, and
can choose the target condition that she wants.
Deﬁnition 4. The proposed scheme, TARD, satisﬁes the requirement of conditional accessibility if for any PPT algorithm A,
the probability

⎡

⎤

s ← {0, 1}s , cdt∗ ← A O Issue , O Register , O Verify (s ),
Suc ← Register(s, T s ) ⎦
⎣
Pr ( T s , T g ) ← Issue(s, cdt∗ ),
or
Suc ← Verify( T s , T g )
( T s , T g ) ← A O Issue , O Register , O Verify ( T s , T g )
is negligible for the parameter s , where T s = T s , T g is invalid for the condition cdt and A maintains its status internally.
The issuing, issuing and verifying oracles operate as follows:
– O Issue : For the request on the input values cdt, it returns the service ticket T s and the guest ticket T g . The tickets should
be valid for the Verify algorithm based on the secret s.
– O Register : For the request of registering on a service ticket T s , it returns Suc if valid, otherwise Fail. The validity check
for the service ticket proceeds on the secret s.
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– O Verify : For the request of validity check on a guest ticket T g , it returns Suc if valid, otherwise Fail. The validity check
for the guest ticket proceeds on the validity of the service ticket T s .
The security is based on one-wayness and collision resistant properties of cryptographic hash functions with random
oracle assumption [16,17]. The proposed scheme limits the accessible count by using the one-way function chain [10]
and holds the other conditions (which is immutable) by using the keyed-hash technique [18]. Theorems 1 & 2 show that
Deﬁnition 4 is guaranteed in the proposed scheme.
Theorem 1. The proposed scheme TARD satisﬁes the conditional accessibility for guest tickets with random oracle under the assumption of the one-way function.
Proof. To show that guest tickets should not be used out of conditions, we assume that there exists the adversary A
to break the security of the proposed scheme for the guest ticket T g in Deﬁnition 4 with probability  ; A passes the
veriﬁcation process for a guest ticket with fabricated conditions. Additionally, we assume that the service ticket should
not be modiﬁed or forged by any adversaries, which is guaranteed by Theorem 2. Then, we can construct the simulator B
to break the one-wayness of a one-way (e.g., cryptographic hash) function with probability  by interacting with A. By
Deﬁnition 1, the output of an one-way function, y, is given to B ; the goal of B is to ﬁnd its inverse of y for the one-way
function.
For the proof, B chooses random s ∈ {0, 1}s and simulates oracle queries in Deﬁnition 4 as follows:
– O Issue (cdt): B computes and returns the response by using the issuing algorithm, ( T g , T s ) ← Issue(s, id, t , cdt), with the
knowledge of the secret s. B stores the guest and service tickets for simulating response of the verifying oracle, and
additionally stores the bit c ∈ {0, 1} where 0 means the service ticket is not yet submitted by A, otherwise 1. At this
issuing phase, the bit c set to be 0.
– O Register ( T s ): B checks the validity of the given service ticket T s by the verifying algorithm, Verify(s, T s ), with the
knowledge of the secret s. If the service ticket is valid, B set the bit c to 1.
– O Verify ( T g ): B checks if the corresponding bit c is 1, otherwise B rejects the oracle queries. If c = 1, B computes the
response by the verifying algorithm, Verify( T s , T g ); B consumes the guest ticket one time and updates the internal
value, the token y token if passing the token check process, f ( y token ) = y pub .
At the challenge phase, A submits a challenge condition cdt∗ and then B returns the guest and service tickets,

T g = ( y , id), and T s = ( y pub , id, cdt∗ ),
where y = h(s||id||cdt∗ ) and y pub = f n ( y ). In the above simulation, the random oracle h operates as follows:
– The random oracle, h, returns the output of the one-way function y for the challenge condition cdt∗ ,

y ← h(s||id||cdt∗ ).
In the other queries except for the challenge condition, it returns random y seed . B stores the corresponding input and
output values for simulation of h.
Finally, A outputs the guest ticket T g that does not conform to the target condition cdt; as mentioned at the beginning
of the proof, the service ticket T s should not be fabricated by A. Then, B decides that ytk in the output T g is the inverse
of y with probability  and submits it for breaking the one-wayness of the one-way function. The case that A successfully
passes the Verify algorithm is only to submit the inverse of y. That is, A violates the condition of the accessible count. The
other conditions are guaranteed by the service ticket T s .
By contradiction, under the one-wayness assumption (Deﬁnition 1), the probability that breaks the security of the proposed scheme for the guest ticket is negligible. 2
Theorem 2. The proposed scheme TARD satisﬁes the conditional accessibility for service tickets under the assumption of the collision
resistant hash function.
Proof. Unlike in Theorem 1, the function h that computes the seed of hash chains is not a random oracle, but a collision
resistant hash function described in Deﬁnition 3. Based on the collision resistant property, we prove that the service ticket
should not be fabricated by an adversary.
For the proof, we assume that there exists the adversary A to break the security of the proposed scheme for the service
ticket T s in Deﬁnition 4 with probability  ; A passes the veriﬁcation process for a fabricated service ticket. Then, we can
construct the simulator B to ﬁnd a collision for the function h with probability  . By Deﬁnition 4, the attack environment
of A is the same as that of Theorem 1. In addition, the simulation of the issuing, registering and verifying oracles is also
the same as that in Theorem 1. The secret s is chosen at random by B .
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Table 1
Comparison of TARD and certiﬁcate-based authentication for guest join/leave cases.
The join operation is performed when a new guest device that requires access to k
different devices is added to a network. The leave operation is performed when a
registered guest device is revoked.
Certiﬁcate-based
authentication

TARD

Join

1 device
k devices

1 ACL update
k ACL updates

1 ticket generation
1 ticket generation

Leave

1 device
k devices

1 ACL update
k ACL updates

–
–

At the challenge phase, A submits a challenge condition cdt∗ and B returns the guest and service tickets ( T g , T s ) to A,
where the tickets are computed by the Issue algorithms with the knowledge of the secret s; y seed = h(s||id||cdt∗ ).
Finally, A outputs the service ticket T s that has not been issued by B . Then, B extracts the identity id and the condition
cdt in the submitted service ticket T s and for the collision resistant hash function h, decides that the values (s||id||cdt∗ ) and
(s||id ||cdt ) have the same hash value with probability  . Without the knowledge of the secret s, the case that the service
ticket T s passes the veriﬁcation process of the Verify algorithm is only for A to ﬁnd collision for the values id and cdt∗ .
By contradiction, under the collision resistant assumption (Deﬁnition 3), the probability that breaks the security of the
proposed scheme for the service ticket is negligible. 2
We demonstrated that TARD satisﬁes conditional accessibility on the guest and service tickets. However, the proofs do
not guarantee that the adversary re-uses the service tickets in malicious intention; Deﬁnition 4 does not allow the adversary
to output the same service ticket for the challenge. For preventing the re-use of service tickets, the Register algorithm
compares id of the service ticket T s with ids of service tickets saved in local storage of service, where service stores the
service tickets until the speciﬁed time is expired.
When the service and guest tickets are issued by owner, they should be transmitted through a secure channel supporting conﬁdentiality to prevent for the adversary from acquiring the tickets. In the construction of Section 4.1, TARD does
not include any techniques for conﬁdentiality of the issued tickets, but the transmission can be protected by the security
protocols on the link layer such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Z-Wave; the security protocols support encryption for the
transmission of conﬁdential data.
6.2. Performance analysis
In most real-world security protocols such as TLS/DTLS, IPsec and SSH, public-key based authentication is the most
popularly used option for establishing a secure and authenticated channel since an eﬃcient key distribution is required
for symmetric-key based authentication [19,20]. For guest device scenarios, we analyze the eﬃciency of the proposed
scheme compared with the certiﬁcate-based ACL scheme for existing open standard technologies such as IoTivity of OCF
(http://openconnectivity.org/) and AllJoyn of AllSeen alliance (https://allseenalliance.org/). In the
certiﬁcate-based ACL, each device sets its access policy and maintains its own ACL to prevent unauthorized access. In an
ACL, the identities of a device are bound to each device’s certiﬁcate signed by a Certiﬁcate Authority (CA). Our comparison
analysis results are summarized in Table 1.
In the certiﬁcate-based authentication, when a new guest device that requires access to k different devices is added
to a network, (1) CA issues a certiﬁcate (with expiration time) to the device; and (2) an administrator updates the ACLs
of those devices to add permissions for the guest device. In TARD, however, it is enough to generate a ticket for a new
guest device because the guest device’s permissions are speciﬁed in the ticket. For the leave operation, the certiﬁcate-based
authentication still needs to update the ACLs of k devices when the revoked guest device has permissions on those devices.
In TARD, however, the guest device’s permissions are automatically revoked with the expired ticket. Moreover, unlike TARD,
the certiﬁcate-based authentication cannot support the count-based temporary access condition.
Hence, our analysis results show the superiority of TARD in the performance for guest join/leave operations compared
with the existing certiﬁcated-based ACL mechanism.
7. Related work
In general, many existing group membership protocols [1–4] can also be applied to the access control applications for
guest devices. As shown in Section 6.2, however, such protocols were mainly designed by taking into consideration frequent
membership changes in a group, which could incur signiﬁcant overhead if the size of group is large.
Only a few access control schemes have designed by considering guest devices. Lee et al. [21] proposed a key sharing
mechanism for guest devices. Their main idea is to use a smart card to reduce the burden on users by providing an easy
and secure common secret sharing mechanism without typing it for guest devices. However, this approach is not enough
to achieve ﬁne-grained access control because all guest devices have a common set of permissions. Unlike this approach, in
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TARD, each guest device can have an independent set of permissions, respectively. Moreover, specialized hardware such as
smart card is not required for TARD.
Ticket based authentication scheme is not new. Kerberos [22] is an authentication protocol which uses security tokens
called tickets to authenticate users with a trusted third party. Basically, in Kerberos, the trusted third party could potentially
be a single point of failure because all users’ secrets are maintained in the trusted third party. However, in TARD, we do
not assume that there exists a trusted third-party. The OAuth protocol was also developed to solve the common problem of
enabling delegated access to protected resources [23] and popularly used in many web services. Again, unlike TARD, trusted
identity providers are required for managing access tokens in the OAuth protocol.
Kim [24] proposed a cryptographic scheme with N-times consumable digital tickets for electronic commerce in order to
protect the ticket owner’s identiﬁcation and the quantity of the ticket consumed. The proposed scheme is similar to TARD,
but is limited to the access control mechanisms for guest devices.
8. Conclusion
We have presented a conditional access scheme for a guest to have a access right with limited but essential conditions
in hardware constrained environments. The scheme uses the token as a role of authenticator, and operations of the scheme
are based on lightweight cryptographic primitives such as the collision resistance hash function and the one-way function.
To reduce the security management overhead occurred by the temporary access, our proposed scheme neither requires
the membership acquisition of a guest nor needs a explicit revocation process of the token that exceeds bounded conditions. Consequently the conditional access control can be achieved without a signiﬁcant overhead in terms of the security
management. Also as real word scenario, we suggest several applications such as IoT home network, valet parking service
and temporary building entrance. We have then shown how proposed scheme works in these applications. At last, we have
provided the security proof that the proposed scheme satisﬁes the conditional accessibility as security requirements.
As a next step we plan to investigate how the presented scheme can be employed based on standardized management
protocols and can easily provide support for secure guest access control in hardware constrained environment.
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